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Raisbeck Engineering, a leading provider of performance enhancement systems for
business, commercial and military aircraft, has successfully completed the company’s
comprehensive pre-certification flight tests for its new Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC) program, EPIC Caravan, a drag reduction system designed for the Cessna
Caravan 208B. Completion of the comprehensive pre-certification flight tests marks
a significant milestone and clears the way for STC approval which the company
anticipates receiving in August. The system includes a composite Forward Cargo Pod
Fairing and metal Dual Aft Body Strakes. “EPIC Caravan was designed to fulfil a need
in the marketplace for individual operators and fleets around the world flying a wide
range of missions,” says Hal Chrisman, President of Raisbeck Engineering. “These
new mods have performed exceptionally well during our extensive flight test program
and we’re pleased to be able to bring this new offering to Caravan operators.”
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